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AGENDA

• The US Treasury Report and Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB)-related 
Enforcement Priorities

• Continued Expansion of Alcohol Delivery and Key Considerations

• Growth of Cannabis and CBD Beverages

• Trends in Alcohol Labeling Litigation and Considerations for 
Innovations
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US TREASURY 
REPORT AND 
TTB-RELATED 
ENFORCEMENT 
PRIORITIES
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US TREASURY REPORT AND TTB-RELATED 
ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES

• On February 9, 2022, the US Treasury Department (Treasury) released a 
report “Competition in the Markets for Beer, Wine, and Spirits” in response 
to President Biden’s July 2021 Executive Order 14036 that assesses the 
current market structure and conditions of competition, including an 
assessment of threats to competition and barriers to entry

• Based, in part, on hundreds of comments from industry participants and 
provides a detailed picture of the current landscape for alcohol beverage 
distribution and sale across the United States

• The report focuses on how changes could benefit smaller participants in the 
beer, wine and spirits industry, because the stated goal of Executive Order 
14036 was, “to reduce the trend of corporate consolidation, increase 
competition, and deliver concrete benefits to America’s consumers, workers, 
and small businesses…”
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https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Competition-Report.pdf
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US TREASURY REPORT AND TTB-RELATED 
ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (CONT.)

• Treasury makes recommendation on enforcement priorities for FTC, 
DOJ and TTB. To address the market concentration concerns that the 
report describes, Treasury makes recommendations regarding how the 
TTB, FTC and DOJ should focus investigations and enforcement of 
mergers and conduct in each of the three tiers of the beer, wine and 
spirits markets: producers, distributors and retailers

• Many of the recommendations are likely to be pursued given that the 
Attorney General and FTC Chair were consulted

• Report is also critical of state laws over which the federal government 
has no jurisdiction (i.e., franchise laws)
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US TREASURY REPORT AND TTB-RELATED 
ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (CONT.)

• While there are myriad competition-focused suggestions in the report, 
we think the areas that are most likely to receive increased focus from 
FTC, DOJ and TTB are the following:

– Anticompetitive Conduct

– Mergers

– Greater Transparency
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US TREASURY REPORT AND TTB-RELATED 
ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (CONT.)

• Despite current TTB regulations preventing 

producers and distributors from providing 

more than “suggested shelf schematics” to 

retailers, Treasury noted there are many 

complaints of large producers and distributors 

acting as category captains and eroding the 

independence of retailers (through 

inducements or simply by controlling the 

planogram software), and this conduct may be 

hampering competition, reducing consumer 

choice and resulting in higher prices

Exclusive Conduct

• Despite a history of investigating tying 

arrangements, Treasury noted that no cases 

have been brought recently. Treasury, 

therefore, identified tying as an area for focus 

given the myriad complaints it has received 

regarding this kind of conduct—e.g., (i) 

distributor requires a retailer to buy undesired 

brands as a condition of buying its desired 

brands or (ii) a distillery requires a distributor 

to buy its non-premium brands as a condition 

to gaining access to the highly sought brand. 

This could also be an area of future focus with 

companies using non-alcoholic brands to 

leverage purchases in the alcoholic space

• A dominant distributor uses exclusive 

contracts with suppliers to impede effective 

competition by smaller distributors
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Category Management Tying

Anticompetitive Conduct: Treasury noted that FTC, DOJ and TTB have generally not brought any conduct cases on many theories of 

harm for which myriad complaints were received. Treasury suggests that TTB should act on these complaints and seek support from FTC 

and DOJ to bring joint cases and make use of the agencies’ combined and complementary authority. These three areas are likely to

already be under scrutiny by TTB and will chart a new direction for enforcement priorities
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US TREASURY REPORT AND TTB-RELATED 
ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (CONT.)

• Greater Transparency: Reworking laws and regulations to increase 
transparency with consumers and thereby increase competition and/or 
lower burden on smaller producers/participants:

– TTB should engage in rulemaking on labeling, including ingredients, 

calorie and nutritional content, allergens, serving sizes and container sizes

– TTB should engage in rulemaking to eliminate container size requirements

– Revise complex application requirements to qualify for a permit to produce 

alcohol
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WHAT WE EXPECTED, WHAT WE HAVE SEEN

WHAT WE EXPECTED

• Given Treasury’s recommendations (and the tenor of 

the industry comments it quoted in the report), we 

expect TTB, together with FTC and DOJ, to shift its 

trade practice enforcement efforts and increase its 

scrutiny of conduct and mergers involving a large 

(particularly beer) producer or multistate distributor, 

category management, tying arrangements and 

exclusive contracts

WHAT WE HAVE SEEN

• Focus on the distributor tier, particularly with regard to 

allegations of anticompetitive behavior 
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THE EXPANDING 
LANDSCAPE OF 
ALCOHOL DELIVERY
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DIRECT TO CONSUMER DELIVERY OF ALCOHOL

• The marketplace for alcohol delivery services has expanded exponentially 
over the last several years and shows no signs of slowing down

• How delivery is authorized: 

– Delivery of alcohol by licensed retailers is directly addressed in statutes or 

regulations in some states

– Some states require a separate license or permit to offer the service

– In other states, the privilege is inherent for holders of an existing retail license

• Delivery is regulated at the state, county, and municipal level in many areas

– Some states or cities require an employee of the retailer to make the delivery

– Many states allow third party delivery services to make deliveries for retailers
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DTC DELIVERY
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KEY:

Green – off-premise retailer may deliver alcohol to consumers

Gray – off-premise retailer may NOT deliver alcohol to consumers

state allows or does not directly prohibit third parties (in addition to 

retailer employees) from making deliveries for a retailer
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AVAILABLE MODELS

• Unlicensed E-commerce platforms 

that connect customers directly 

with alcohol retailers

– e.g., Drizly

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

• Unlicensed white-label services 

which appear as a branded 

website but integrate with a 

network of licensed retailers

– e.g., Thirstie

• Delivery platform that holds 

alcohol licenses

– e.g., GoPuff
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Dominant go-to-market approaches that service the alcohol industry: 
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REGULATORY OPPORTUNITIES AND IMPEDIMENTS

• Some states require the sale take place 

on the licensed premises but allow 

orders to be placed by phone, online or 

through a mobile app

• Unlicensed delivery service providers 

may not receive funds for the sale of 

alcohol, take its fee and pass the 

monies forward to the license holder

• Retailer must maintain control of the 

sale, prices, and accepting or rejecting 

orders

“Sale of Alcohol” Fee Structure Supplier Advertising

• Fees and costs related to delivery and 

the correlation to alcohol sales is of 

particular significance - only a licensed 

entity should receive the benefit or 

privilege of the sale of alcohol

• New York 10% rule.  SLA Advisory 

2021-23

• Flat fee, at fair market value, reduces 

risk of a cognizable interest

• Particular focus for regulators

• Funds should not be used to directly or 

indirectly benefit a retailer
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REGULATORY OPPORTUNITIES AND IMPEDIMENTS 
(CONT.)

Safeguarding and Unlocking Value in 
Personal Data

• Data is source of current or future revenue for most 

delivery models

• Consumer privacy laws in California, Colorado, 

Connecticut, Utah and Virginia impact how companies 

collect and use data for consumers 

• Sharing, selling or paying for data between tier 

Variations by State

• Class or Type of alcohol being delivered 

– Beer, wine, spirits, cocktails-to-go; food requirements

• What type of license the retailer or third-party delivery 

provider holds 

– Most states require a delivery or transport license

• Where the delivery is going and to whom it is being 

made

– e.g., restrictions on delivering to colleges, public parks, 

locations beyond 75 miles from the licensed premises, to 

other licensees, to dry counties or outside of the state

• Compliance, Training and Reporting requirements

– Most states require training on age verification and signs of 

intoxication
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CANNABIS AND CBD
BEVERAGES
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WHAT ARE THE SUBSTANCES AT ISSUE?

• Marijuana

• Cannabidiol (“CBD”)

• Hemp

• Hemp-Based CBD
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FEDERAL FOOD & DRUG ADMINISTRATION

• FDA considers the addition to food (a term that would encompass alcohol 
beverages) of the active ingredient in an approved drug, or one undergoing 
clinical trials, as a prohibited Act

• Nor is marijuana Generally Recognized as Safe (“GRAS”) under FDA food 
ingredient standards

• FDA continues to monitor the marketplace and recent warning letters indicate 
the FDA intends to focus on the inclusion of CBD as an “inactive ingredient” 
and creative labeling attempts to avoid federal regulations. 

• Following the passage of the 2018 Farm Bill, FDA announced that it has not 
seen sufficient evidence to permit the addition of hemp-derived CBD to food 
(as a GRAS ingredient) or as a dietary supplement

• FDA has, however, recognized a variety of other hemp-derived ingredients as 
GRAS
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FEDERAL FOOD & DRUG ADMINISTRATION
ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES 

1. FDA is currently concentrating its resources on products making “over 
the line” curative and related health claims as well as animal claims

2. Most enforcement involves public “Warning Letters.”  FDA has issued 
27 warning letters in 2022, compared to the 7 it issued in 2021, all 
focused on products with extreme health claims (i.e., cure COVID)

3. Not to say the FDA will not turn its attention to products with less 
egregious claims

4. Variety of enforcement actions available including seizure, injunction, 
and prosecution
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FEDERAL ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO TAX AND TRADE 
BUREAU (TTB)

• TTB has made it clear that it will not approve any formula for a product 
containing a Schedule I controlled substance

• TTB has also made it clear that it has conferred with FDA and will not 
approve a formula for a product containing ingredients not recognized 
as GRAS 

• Even if a producer or importer could find a way around the formula 
requirement, TTB almost certainly would not issue a COLA (i.e., 
approve a label) for an alcohol beverage whose label discloses the use 
of cannabis, CBD, THC, or another cannabis-derivative
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Production of Non-Alcoholic Beverages and CBD

FEDERAL ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO TAX AND TRADE 
BUREAU (TTB)

• NA Beer infused with CBD – If the NA beer is a malt beverage produced using hops 
and barley on brewery premises, TTB’s beer formula regulations would apply. TTB 
has taken the position that it will not approve formulas and it will not issue Certificate 
of Label Approvals (COLA) for products containing CBD in light of FDA’s position 
towards CBD as a food ingredient

• CBD-infused seltzer or soft drink – A never-alcohol product, such as a seltzer or soft 
drink, that is infused with CBD away from a bonded premises, in a state where CBD 
is legal, is unlikely to trigger TTB’s jurisdiction.  However, if the infusion of CBD takes 
place on a bonded premises, even if the product is a seltzer or soft drink, the 
manufacturer must comply with TTB bottling and packaging regulations 

– To date, TTB has confined its enforcement actions to halting the production of CBD-

infused products over which the agency has jurisdiction (e.g., CBD-infused malt 

beverages)
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THE STATE OF LEGALIZATION
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KEY:

Legal (Adult & Medical use)

Medical Only 

Limited (e.g., Cannabidiol (CBD)) Medical Marijuana Laws

Illegal
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KEY MARKETS

24

State Legal Status Medicinal CBD Beverages? Hemp 

Beverages?

California Fully Legal Yes Yes Yes

Florida Mixed Yes No Yes

Illinois Fully Legal Yes Yes Yes

New York Fully Legal Yes Yes Yes

Texas Mixed CBD Oil Only No Yes
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CRITICAL STATE LAW CONSIDERATIONS

• Just because state law authorizes the recreational production and sale 
of cannabis products does not mean that state law authorizes 
cannabis-infused beverages

• Indeed, to date most states prohibit the production of alcohol 
beverages infused with cannabis

• Many state marijuana codes even prohibit the storage of alcohol 
beverages on a “premises” licensed to produce, store, or sell cannabis

• Such rules could impact the ability to use a licensed premises to 
produce any cannabis-infused products, even those that do not fall 
within TTB’s regulatory authority

25
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• AB-45 establishes a state framework for 
the inclusion of hemp-derived CBD in food 
and beverages, among other products

• California Department of Alcoholic 
Beverage Control (ABC) released an 
advisory titled “Cannabis Products, 
Industrial Hemp Products, and Alcoholic 
Beverages” to answer questions 
about what activities are permissible on or 
in premises licensed by the ABC to 
manufacture or sell alcoholic 
beverages. Notably, alcohol beverage 
products cannot be infused or mixed with 
CBD products manufactured, sold or 
consumed on ABC-licensed 
premises. The Advisory also states that 
nonalcoholic beverages or other products 
containing industrial hemp and 
manufactured in accordance with the 
Sherman Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Law, can be sold or used by and ABC 
licensee on the licensed premises

California 

CRITICAL STATE LAW CONSIDERATIONS
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• Enacted regulations that 
permit companies to 
manufacture and sell CBD 
and/or THC infused 
consumables (with not more 
than 0.3% total delta-9 THC) 
within its boundaries. See 
C.R.S. §35-61-101(7)

Colorado

• Liquor Control Board 
(PLCB) just issued a 
Revised Advisory Notice, 
which now allows beer 
distributors to sell various 
CBD products, including 
non-alcoholic wines and 
malt drinks, to the general 
public and to other licensees 
of the PLCB

Pennsylvania

• Manufacturers and retailers 
may process or sell food 
and beverages infused with 
CBD, but the regulations 
expressly prohibit 
introduction into goods that 
contain alcohol. See 
S6184A/A7680A. According
ly, in New York, a non-
alcoholic product, whether 
dealcoholized or not, may 
still be considered an 
alcoholic beverage under 
New York law, depending on 
the nuances involved in the 
manufacturing process

New York
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TRENDS IN 
LABELING 
LITIGATION
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ANATOMY OF A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT
• Proposed Class Action

– Individual plaintiff on behalf of him/her/their self and all others similarly situated

• Jurisdiction

– Most typically California, New York and Illinois

• Violations

– State consumer protection laws (deceptive trade practices, false advertising, misrepresentation)

• Claims

– Product contains false and misleading statements or imagery upon which the consumer relied to 

purchase the product. Had the consumer know the truth they would not have made the purchase

• Evidence

– Statements or omissions on labels, exterior packaging, website and other advertising

• Damages

– Overpayment for ‘premium’ product, sometimes injunction and corrective actions
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THE “REASONABLE CONSUMER”

• Who is a “reasonable consumer”

– Ninth Circuit: “a probability that a significant portion of the general 

consuming public or of targeted consumers, acting reasonably in the 

circumstances, could be misled”

• Analysis focuses on overall context, disclosures may be insufficient

• Whether a reasonable consumer would be deceived by a product label 
is generally a question of fact that can’t be resolved on a motion to 
dismiss
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LITIGATION FOLLOWS MARKET TRENDS

• Focus on “Better for You”

• Premiumization

• “Natural” ingredients

• Non-Alcoholic 

• Alcohol Base (FMBs, RTDs)
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NUTRITIONAL CLAIMS
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MAREK V. MOLSON COORS BEVERAGE CO., N.D. 
CAL. 2022 (VIZZY HARD SELTZER)

• Attacked claims that the product is made “with Antioxidant Vitamin C 
form acerola superfruit

• Allegations that claims “falsely and misleadingly implies the Products 
are healthy or consumers and/or healthier than other alcoholic seltzers 
on the market due to their advertising nutrient content”

• When reality is additions may be illegal (fortification) or no more healthy

• Plaintiff survived MTD, trial is scheduled Nov. 15, 2022
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KUCIVER V. FERMENTED SCIENCES, N.D. ILLINOIS 
(OCTOBER 2021) (FLYING EMBERS)

• Attacked Hard Seltzer and Hard Kombucha with claims promoting 
“Antioxidant Vitamin C”, “Real Botanicals” “Crafted with Live Probiotics” 
“Brewed with Benefits”

• Claims leave impression that Product is healthful and nutritious as a 
source of Vitamin C when untrue or illegal (fortification)

• Reasonable consumer expect Products are a healthful source of 
nutrients and dietary ingredients that outweigh negative effects 
associated with alcohol

• Pending MTD
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ALCOHOL BASE – AB’S RITA LINE
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BROWNING V. ANHEUSER-BUSCH, LLC, W.D. 
MISSOURI 2021

• Class action related to AB’s alleged false and misleading packaging and advertising 
of its Ritas Margarita, Mojito, Rose, and Sangria beverage products

• Products marked as a “margarita”, “mojito” “rose” “sangria” with related wording and 
imagery that would lead reasonable consumer to believe contains tequila/rum/wine 
like the traditional cocktail when it does not. 

• Plaintiff sufficiently alleged that RC would be misled by use of cocktail imagery and 
terminology

• Key whether “overall appearance” is deceptive -- “Plaintiffs identify more than just a 
single word on the Products' packaging to support its allegations, and the impact of 
the packaging disclosure, as well as other advertisement disclosures, on the overall 
appearance of the Products is a question of fact best answered at a later stage in 
this case”

• Found adequate the allegations that type of alcohol was a “material fact” that a RC 
would consider in making a purchasing decision

• Court approved nationwide class settlement 
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BROWNING V. ANHEUSER-BUSCH, LLC, W.D. 
MISSOURI 2021 (CONT.)

• AB and plaintiffs reached nationwide class action settlement in July 
2022 which received preliminary approval from a Missouri federal 
judge. A final approval hearing is set for Dec. 2

• Terms of settlement:

– All purchasers from January 1, 2018 to date of approval may seek 10 

cents to 85 cents per product bought, depending on size / unit type. 

– Class members receive maximum refunds up to $21.25/household if they 

provide proof of purchase; $9.75 per household without. 

– *AB will change labels to specify “Malt Beverage” on “consumer facing 

panels of the Product packaging” with clear disclaims on website that the 

Products “Does not contain distilled spirits”
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COOPER V. ANHEUSER-BUSCH, LLC, S.D.N.Y. 2021
• Same product line

• Cite definition and International Bartenders Association to note common definition of 
margarita contains tequila – therefore RC expect product to contain tequila (ditto for sangria, 
etc.)

• Small disclaimer doesn’t save other prominent content on packaging

• Cite to similarities of other RTDs that do contain tequila to show market and consumers 
associate margarita with tequila

• Cannot decide as a matter of law that labeling would not be misleading to a reasonable 
consumer – question of fact

• Use of the term “Cocktail” which by definition including liquor

• Cocktail names that relate specifically to presence of liquor and/or wine in the base

• Imagery with wine and cocktail glasses reinforces misconception

• Rejected AB argument that RC must have known not a liquor product since it was sold in 
convenience and drug stores only authorized to sell wine and beer.

• Presence of a disclaimer not enough (“flavored malt beverages”)

• Font size, placement – key overall impression
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BOTH CASES

• Court found unpersuasive AB’s cite to TTB regulations which allow for 
the used of cocktail names for malt beverage products given that it 
specifically qualifies the allowance with “provided that the overall label 
does not present a misleading impression about the identity of the 
product” 27 C.F.R. § 7.29(a)(7)(iii)

38
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Khaimova v. Anheuser-Busch, LLC, N.D. 
Illinois 2021 (Platinum Hard Seltzer)

• Misleading because “they give consumers the 

impression the Product contains a more valued type of 

agave ingredients than it does”

• Agave is a premium ingredient given rapid growth in 

US, seen as “clean and light” spirit, Mexican origin, 

authenticity of farming/production

• “The Product lacks any agave spirits, and instead, uses 

“Agave Syrup,” a sweetener derived from the Agave 

plant, as shown in the fine print ingredient list on the 

back of the Product.”

• Consumers reasonably believe “made with agave” = 

presence of agave spirits coupled with “Made for the 

Night” slogan and 8% ABV

• Disposition: Voluntarily dismissed

Read v. Anheuser-Busch, C.D. Ill. 2021 
(Cacti Agave Spiked Seltzer)

• Attached claims “Made with 100% Premium Blue 

Agave from Mexico and Natural Flavors for a 

Refreshing and Bold Taste”

• Labeling and marketing emphasize the agave plant 

including print materials with fields of agave plants

• Misleading because give impression it contains more 

valuable type of agave ingredients than it does

• Mimics allegations from Khaimova 

• Disposition: Voluntarily dismissed
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GALVEZ V. THE BOSTON BEER CO., S.D. CAL (FILED 
2021)

• CA and NY class action against Truly Hard Seltzers

• FDA related product – no TTB COLA safe harbor or other defense

• Despite being labeled as “black cherry” with related imagery of full cherries, 
the product doesn’t contain “its characterizing ingredient” but “rather entirely 
derives its taste from lab synthesized ingredients described as ‘natural 
flavors’” 

• Consumer misled because (1) failed to actually include black cherry (not just 
flavor) and/or (2) not clearly indicating that it is a “flavored beverage” 
(ingredient panel says “natural flavors”)

• Dispute centered on “natural flavors” versus “artificially flavored” or other 
flavoring qualifications

• Contrast to other black cherry products that say on front label “hint of black 
cherry” or lime, “naturally flavored”

• Disposition – settled, voluntarily dismissed
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NON-ALCOHOLIC PRODUCTS 
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Wilson v. Heineken USA, M.D. La. 2021 
(Heineken 0.0)

• Heineken 0.0 Product that gives false impression that 

product is “completely free of any alcohol” but product 

does contain alcohol in amount of less than 0.03% ABV

• Disposition: Settled/Voluntarily Dismissed

Angiano v. Anheuser-Busch, C.D. Cal. Apr. 
2021 (Becks)

• Class action related to purchasers of Becks “non-

alcoholic” beer

• Plaintiffs – pregnancy and breast feeding + recovering 

alcoholic

• Dismissed based on safe harbor doctrine given COLA 

approval

• “With respect to the labeling of alcoholic beverages as 

“non-alcoholic,” the TTB regulation states that “the term 

‘non-alcoholic’ may be used . . ., provided the 

statement ‘contains less than 0.5 percent (or .5%) by 

alcohol volume’ appears in direct conjunction with it, in 

readily legible printing and on a completely contrasting 

background.” 27 C.F.R. § 7.71(e)”
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS –
PRE AND POST SUIT

• Incorporate potential class action/misleading claims analysis in initial 
review

• Consider mitigating strategies based on current litigation trends –
Disclaimers, qualifiers

• Governmental sign off? (COLA deterrence)

• IF sued:

– CLRA: Pre-suit requirements in California

– Early opportunities to settlement – its all about the $$$$

– Cost/benefit of MTD challenge

– Individual versus national class action
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THANK YOU / 
QUESTIONS
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